THE UNIVERSAL MOVEMENT CLASSIFICATION

Abstract
The purpose of this article is to present the Theory of universal movement classification as determination of new paradigm based on complete anthropological postulates of human activity in general and kinesiology as well. Design and methodological approach is oriented toward two extreme situations: a) goal achievement i.e. winning and b) experiencing defeat, with confrontation as a concept obviously located in the middle of these two extremes which weakens intensity in accordance with the approach to one of these two extremes. Analyzing numerous literature, but only targeted sources listed, we could reliably confirm the existence of the proposed theory with many results which confirm the theory. It is assumed that the paradigm has virtually no restrictions, although we must leave the space to other researchers to try concrete operational ideas which rely on the paradigm. The value of this article is in a totally new theoretical approach that establishes the scientific philosophy of motion, philosophy, kinesiology, but equally some other disciplines and human activities.
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